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Abstract—The emergence of video streaming applications, together with the users’ demand for high-resolution contents, has led to
the development of new video coding standards, such as High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). HEVC provides high efficiency at the
cost of increased complexity. This higher computational burden results in increased power consumption in current multicore servers. To
tackle this challenge, algorithmic optimizations need to be accompanied by content-aware application-level strategies, able to reduce
power while meeting compression and quality requirements. In this paper, we propose a machine learning-based power and thermal
management approach that dynamically learns and selects the best encoding configuration and operating frequency for each of the
videos running on multicore servers, by using information from frame compression, quality, encoding time, power, and temperature. In
addition, we present a resolution-aware video assignment and migration strategy that reduces the peak and average temperature of
the chip while maintaining the desirable encoding time. We implemented our approach in an enterprise multicore server and evaluated
it under several common scenarios for video providers. On average, compared to a state-of-the-art technique, for the most realistic
scenario, our approach improves BD-PSNR and BD-rate by 0.54 dB, and 8%, respectively, and reduces the encoding time, power
consumption, and average temperature by 15.3%, 13%, and 10%, respectively. Moreover, our proposed approach enhances BD-PSNR
and BD-rate compared to the HEVC Test Model (HM), by 1.19 dB and 24%, respectively, without any encoding time degradation, when
power and temperature constraints are relaxed.

✦

Index Terms—HEVC standard, multicore servers, encoding efficiency,
encoding configuration, reinforcement learning.

1 INTRODUCTION

Video streaming services are expected to account for 80%
of global traffic by 2019 [1], with services such as Net-
flix and YouTube accounting for over 50% of downstream
traffic [2]. Due to the great variety of devices accessing
media content as well as the users’ demand for higher
quality video, encoding has become a key application in
current High Performance Computing (HPC). To satisfy the
emerging large video resolutions, the High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) standard provides twice the compression
of its predecessors [3] while maintaining the same video
quality, at the price of increasing the encoder complexity
by several times [4]. HEVC also brings more flexibility in
terms of encoding parameters, which makes selecting the
most appropriate encoding configuration more challenging.

The undeniable complexity of HEVC, together with
the increase of video streaming users, poses an important
challenge for power- and thermal-aware resource allocation
and management of these applications when running on
multicore servers. In particular, users daily upload more
than 65 years of contents to YouTube servers [5]. In order
to satisfy massive streaming to a wide variety of personal
devices, video providers need to decode and encode the
video into several formats (a process named transcoding [6]).
This poses a high computational burden on the providers’
server facilities, leading to the need of developing runtime
quality-aware power and thermal management for multi-
core servers. Current research in the area is mostly focused
on the software optimization of one or several blocks of
the encoding algorithm. However, to address the challenge
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of power and thermal management for HEVC, application-
level configuration and system-level parameters need to be
jointly integrated on top of algorithmic optimization. To
the best of our knowledge, such a holistic approach, that
tackles encoding efficiency (i.e., quality and compression)
and encoding time, together with power consumption and
thermal control, for several videos running on multicore
servers, has not been addressed in the literature.

In addition, when dealing with multiple encoding re-
quests on a multicore server, a proper video (i.e., work-
load) assignment strategy is vital for reducing the thermal
hot spots while maintaining the desirable encoding time.
Indeed, the increased complexity of HEVC requires high-
performance architectures and induces more frequent hot
spots.

In this paper, we propose a machine learning (ML)-
based approach for power and temperature management
of multistream HEVC encoding on multicore servers, where
multiple video streams need to be processed concurrently.
The initial idea of this paper was presented in our previous
work [7]. We build upon the observations that different
encoding configurations and frame properties result in dif-
ferent combinations of power, temperature, video quality,
compression, and encoding time. Consequently, our pro-
posed ML-based approach, using Q-learning (QL) algo-
rithm, learns and applies the best encoding configuration
and per-core frequency for each of the videos being encoded
on a multicore server. Our proposed methodology situates
on top of any algorithmic optimization and is able to im-
prove the target objectives beyond the given baseline ap-
plication. In addition, we present a resolution-aware video
assignment strategy for multicore servers, in order to reduce
the thermal hot spots without encoding time degradation.

In particular, our main contributions are as follows:

• we propose an reinforcement learning (RL)-based ap-
proach to utilize both application- and system-level
parameters in order to increase encoding efficiency
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Algorithm 1: Video assignment strategy

Input : Nc, f loorplan,Θ,Rs = {ri},C = {ck}, rnew

Output: nc ; // Index of the assigned core

1 forall k do

2 Mk =

Adjacentk∑

i

ri,k + rnew

3 if Num(argmin
k

(Mk)) > 1 then

4 nc ← argmin
j

(θj)

5 else
6 nc ← argmin

k
(Mk)

resolution of the unassigned video. Once a new video starts,
the best core to process it is determined based on a merit
function M (line 2). For each available core k, the value of
the merit function, Mk, is calculated by summing the resolu-
tion of the videos running on the adjacent cores in addition
to rnew (line 2). Thereafter, the core whose merit function
value is the smallest will be selected as the destination core
for the new video (line 6). If there is more than one core with
the minimum M value, we choose the one with the lowest
temperature (line 4).

In the proposed video assignment strategy, we first rely
on the resolution of the assigned videos (ri) and the new
video (rnew), rather than on the instantaneous temperature,
or even on the temperature history. Thus, the merit function
considers the resolution of videos being processed on the
adjacent cores of the available candidate, as well as the
resolution of the new video. The higher this sum is, the
higher the temperature becomes in the long term. In fact,
as the current temperature could be strongly affected by
a temporal high resolution video which does not exist
anymore (i.e., its executions finished a few seconds ago),
it is not possible to assign the new incoming video simply
based on the temperature history as it does not guarantee
to lower the average temperature in the future. Moreover,
this strategy does not decide based on the instantaneous
temperature, which is mainly the result of content variation
of a video.

Since in multistream encoding on multicore servers after
proper assignment of new videos other videos may leave
the server, video migration from one core to the other is
vital to satisfy encoding time and temperature requirements.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose video migration every
few seconds. In particular, if there is (are) any available re-
source(s), the video running on the hottest core should move
to an available one. Since the resolution plays a major role,
we use the same merit function as for the video assignment
except for the change of the subscript from ”new” to ”hot” to
indicate that this re-assignment is performed for the video
experiencing a high temperature. Unlike the initial video
assignment strategy, only those unoccupied cores whose
current temperatures are lower than the hottest occupied
core are considered as proper candidates. Here, once again,
for each idle core, ck, the value of the merit function, Mk is
calculated by summing the resolution of the videos running
on the adjacent cores, ci,k, this time, in addition to rhot.

The migration overhead depends on the encoding con-
figuration and the resolution of the video. The latter plays

a more important role and induces a maximum perfor-
mance overhead of 0.2, 0.3, and 1.2 seconds, respectively,
for 1280x720, 1920x1080, and 3840x2160 videos studied in
this work. Comparing these value with average encoding
time for different frame resolutions demonstrates that for
the current HEVC test model [32] migration is applicable.
Video migration conditions are checked every 2 minutes,
and applied if a proper candidate is found, resulting in less
than 1% performance overhead in the worst case.

In the proposed video assignment and migration strat-
egy, if all cores are occupied, any new incoming video (en-
coding request) needs to wait in the non-preemptive queue
until an available resource exists. In particular, we assume a
first-come first-served policy to assign each video to a core.
Hence, from all queued encoding requests, at each decision
time (once a new available core is found), we serve only the
first one in the queue. Also, since the proposed strategy can
be used in the servers of video providers such as YouTube
and Netflix, we assume that no other simultaneous tasks
are running on the cores and, hence, no scheduling conflict
occurs [37].

5 ML-BASED RUNTIME MANAGEMENT

Although each HEVC encoder block has its own model, the
interaction of the application parameters and input video
with the processing platform cannot be characterized by
any already known model where it would be possible to
apply more conventional power and thermal management
strategies, while considering encoding efficiency and time.
Moreover, when encoding multiple videos with different
contents and different encoding parameters, it is truly chal-
lenging to provide a modeled environment with predictable
results. Nonetheless, in this context, RL can be used as is the
best learning method when the goal is to perform a multi-
objective optimization in a very dynamic environment. This
dynamism exists in power and thermal management of mul-
ticore servers for HEVC encoder with its hundreds of possi-
ble encoding parameters, as well as several video types and
content variation within videos. In fact, RL algorithms cope
with environment-dependant problems using a dynamic
optimization programming approach [38]. Consequently, RL
is able to figure out interactions of the application parame-
ters, input contents, and output system- and application-
level metrics, and choose accordingly the best strategy at
each specific moment to maximize the defined objective or
set of objectives. As a result, they are promising solutions for
dynamic power and thermal management of multistream
HEVC encoding.

As a result, in this work, we adopt a QL algorithm
that dynamically determines the best possible encoding
configuration and per-core frequency to increase video qual-
ity and compression, without encoding time degradation
under power and temperature constraints. QL, as a model-
free algorithm of RL, makes acting optimally in Markovian
domains possible by learning from consequences of the
previously taken actions. Compared to other well-known
RL algorithms, QL is able to interact with more sophisticated
industrial applications [39].

There are several works proposing alternative multi-
objective RL algorithms [40], [41], [42]. In particular,
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5.3 State Definition

5.3.1 System-Level States

Power consumption. The instant total power consumption
of the target multicore server, ranging from static power,
Pstatic, and a user-defined power cap, Pcap, are split into
npower intervals to create the power state subset.
Temperature. Temperature varies from ambient tempera-
ture (θambient) to critical temperature. In this work, we
control the peak temperature of the multicore server and
define a temperature constraint (θconst) below the critical
temperature (θcritic). The interval between θambient and
θconst is divided into nθ intervals.

Power consumption and per-core temperature data are
measured directly from the multicore server (Section 6).

5.3.2 Application-Level States

PSNR. Usual PSNR values for lossy video compression
range from 30 dB to 50 dB, for a bit depth of 8 [44]. This
range is divided into npsnr intervals to constitute the quality
state subset.
Bitrate. The achievable bitrate varies from a few hundreds
of kbps to several thousands of kbps. Nonetheless, a target
bitrate (BRtarg) for each video type is defined based on the
required link speed. Thus, the following subset is used in
this work: (≤ 0.75BRtarg), (0.75BRtarg-BRtarg), (BRtarg-
1.25BRtarg), and (≥1.25BRtarg).
Encoding time. The current version of reference software
(HM 16.3) does not provide real-time encoding. As a result,
for different video types and contents the encoding time
varies considerably. Therefore, states must be defined re-
garding a unique reference for each individual video type.

The reference software [32] reports PSNR, bitrate, and
time. We use these data to build the application-level states.
Moreover, although the overall state set is extremely large,
the ML agent does not have to explore all these states, since
a great number of them do not occur. For instance, it is not
possible that the highest PSNR and the lowest bitrate are
observed at the same time for a specific frame.

5.4 Action Pool and Action Set Definition

The action pool proposed in this work consists of the most
effective encoding configuration modes in conjunction with
the available CPU frequencies. Table 2 shows the design
parameters and the corresponding values considered as the
available actions to the ML agent.

Even with the constrained action set, there are 684 differ-
ent combinations of encoding parameters and operating fre-
quencies that can be applied for a single video at a specific
state if static profiling approach instead of machine learning
is used. In particular, when GOP size is one, QP, CU, and
frequency can take all their available values of Table 2

Table 2
Application and system parameters, and corresponding selected values

QP 22 27 32 37
Search Range 128 64 32
LCU size 64 32 16
GOP size 16 8 1
# of reference frames 4 2 1
Frequency (GHz) 2.4 2.0 1.8

(i.e., 4, 3, and 3, respectively) and there will be no choice
for the rest, while if GOP is not one (eight or 16) action
could be any combination of the encoding parameters and
the available frequencies. Due to content variation within
a single video, the application-level and system-level state
changes constantly at runtime. This requires profiling every
single frame, which means running each frame with all 684
different combinations of actions to figure out the best one.
More importantly, configuring the encoding parameters is
even more challenging when multiple videos running on
a multicore server are taken into account. This is because
power, temperature and encoding time objectives, which are
the main optimization targets of our work, are considerably
affected by operating frequency, and available power and
temperature budget. Moreover, when several videos are
running on the server, the outcome of one of those 684
different combinations of encoding parameters and frequen-
cies will be strongly affected by the values chosen for other
videos, thus an exhaustive profiling is required to include
all possible combinations of encoding parameters and fre-
quencies for all encoded videos in parallel. In addition,
all combinations of frames that can potentially be running
simultaneously should be also profiled carefully.

Different combinations of system and application pa-
rameters may ultimately result in a unique application- and
system-level output. Although a few works such as [22]
tried to partially model these outputs based on application
parameters, these models are very platform-dependent and
only take a few encoding parameters. Nevertheless, RL is
able to consider any interaction between arbitrary encoding
and system parameters on any arbitrary platform as their
effect will cumulatively appear in the defined states.

5.5 Reward Function

The proposed reward function must provide a proper feed-
back from the selected action for a previous state. Since
in this work we look for a solution to take bitrate, PSNR,
power consumption, temperature and processing time into
account, we propose a reward function composed of 5 sub-
functions, one for each of these parameters.

The higher compression obtained by HEVC, in compar-
ison with other video encoding standards, is one of the
most important features to be maintained. However, the best
achievable bitrate differs from one format to another. Thus,
we assume a specific target bitrate for each video type. In
particular, we propose the following reward function:

Rbr =

{

−aBR2 + bBR BR < BRtarg
−c×BR
BRtarg

+ d BR > BRtarg
(3)

where BR shows the bitrate. The maximum reward is given
to BR = BRtarg and it degrades faster when the bitrate is
larger than the target value. The quadratic part provides a
larger difference between the granted rewards from point
to point when the attained bitrate is far from the target.
This difference decreases as the obtained bitrate approaches
the target, letting the agent take into account other reward
functions. a = 1/BR2

targ and b = 2/BRtarg provide such
behavior by making Rbr local maximum at BR = BRtarg .
The decreasing slope for the linear part is defined by c. We
experimentally found c equal to 2 sufficient. Therefore, d is
equal to 3 to provide continuity for the reward function.
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The reward sub-function corresponding to PSNR is de-
fined as:

Rpsnr = a× e(PSNR/PSNRmax) − b (4)

where PSNRmax is 50 dB as discussed in Section 5.3. Also,
a and b are constants and defined such that the maximum
value obtained from this sub-function is one while the
minimum (assuming PSNRmin = 30 dB) is zero. The
exponential reward helps getting higher rewards as the
PSNR approaches to the maximum value.

In this work, we seek for shorter encoding time and the
reward sub-function is proposed as follows:

RT = 1− T/Tref (5)

where T is the encoding time of the frame, and Tref is
the reference time (see Section 5.3). Tref is a user-defined
value and varies depending on the frame resolution. In this
work, we assume 75, 150, and 750 seconds, respectively, for
1280x720, 1920x1080, and 3840x2160 resolutions.

In order to meet the user-defined power cap, the reward
function provides a negative value, which is large enough
to cancel probable positive rewards attained by other sub-
functions, if the constraint is not met (also applied for tem-
perature reward). Higher Q-values are given to those state-
action pairs leading to lower power consumption. Hence,
the reward sub-function is:

Rpower =

{

−4 P > Pcap

Pstatic/P P ≤ Pcap
(6)

where P is the total power consumption of the multicore
server.

The temperature reward sub-function must facilitate pre-
venting any state-action pair resulting in temperature higher
than the peak temperature constraint. Thus, similar to [43],
we employ a reward sub-function defined as:

Rθ =

{

−4 θ > θconst

e(θambient−θ) θ ≤ θconst
(7)

When the temperature is below the constraint, the reward
exponentially increases as it approaches towards the am-
bient temperature. Nonetheless, reaching the ambient tem-
perature is ideal and not a goal of this work. Therefore, the
values corresponding to this reward function are compara-
tively small and dominated by other reward functions.

The proposed reward functions for power and tempera-
ture only depend on the ambient temperature and the static
power consumption which may differ for different systems
and environments. However, it does not affect the validity
of the proposed approach when the environment changes.

Figure 11 shows the individual reward functions (for
BRtarg = 5 Mbps and Tref = 150 sec). Finally, Eq. (8)
forms our total reward function.

Rtot = c1Rbr + c2Rpsnr + c3Rθ + c4RT + c5Rpower (8)

The proposed reward function simply sums all the sub-
functions without considering interactions among them.
First, we recall that although the output PSNR, bitrate, en-
coding time, as well as the system power and temperature,
all vary with changes in the encoding configuration, they
are also strongly dependant on the video contents. Hence,
modeling the total reward function with the interactions
among its sub-functions will only add to the complexity of
the reward function, providing only minor gains. Moreover,

the interrelation of power and temperature in SoCs, and
particularly in multicore servers, is not straightforward,
due to heat sharing. As a consequence, we consider both
temperature and power independently in the reward sub-
functions. Furthermore, the temperature reward function
in our formulation affects the total reward function less
significantly than what the power does. In fact, the main
role of Rθ is taking care of the peak temperature of each
individual component, while on the other hand, Rpower

is in charge of total power consumption of the chip. The
maximum value of all reward sub-functions is normalized
to 1. When the power and temperature constraints are vio-
lated, a sufficiently large negative reward is considered so
that the corresponding action can be discarded from future
decisions. Reward functions are depicted in Figure 11.

Coefficients c1 to c5 are introduced to manipulate the
effect of each reward sub-function. These constants are in
charge of tuning the total reward to emphasize more on a
particular sub-function. For our setup, since we are using
sub-functions with different behaviours for each reward
based on our comprehensive study of the application, this
objective is already fulfilled. Thus, we set all these constants
equal. With these equal weights, as shown in Section 7.4, the
outcome solution is only marginally outperformed by the
optimal solution. Yet, we may weigh specific constants more
than the others to emphasize a specific objective based on
our requirements posed by the system and/or application.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

6.1 Experimental Platform

The proposed runtime power and thermal management ap-
proach can be used for any platform architecture and HEVC
implementation since it focuses on leveraging application-
level parameters. As a result, the underlying architecture or
platform, regardless of its type, needs to deal with an opti-
mized application code, which ultimately leads to improved
encoding efficiency and time. In this work, we perform the
experiments on an Intel S2600GZ server running CentOS
6.5. The server includes a 6-core SandyBridge-EP processor.
The platform supports per-core DVFS and a frequency range
from 1.4 GHz to 2.0 GHz spaced by 100 MHz, as well as a
turbo boost frequency of 2.4 GHz. Our server comes with
32KB instruction and data L1, 256KB private L2, and a 15MB
shared L3. We use Intel’s Running Average Power Limit
(RAPL) to collect power measurements of CPU and DRAM,
while Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) is
used to gather CPU temperature sensor measurements,
based on the same methodology used in [45].

Our server is equipped with the default PWM-based
thermal management mechanism of commercial servers,
which keeps fan speed at low speed until 75◦C, and then
increases it to keep the CPU temperature below this value.
Since cooling power is a cubic function of fan speed, we
set the CPU thermal constraint equal to 70◦C, in order to
provide more power saving. In addition, the CPU power
constraint is set to 33 watts. Finally, given that the room
temperature of our server is fixed at 24◦C, we use the fol-
lowing temperature state subset: (θambient,

θconst+θambient

2
),

( θconst+θambient

2
, θconst), and (≥ θconst). We also split the

range (Pstatic, Pcap) into 5 equal portions. Although all
temperature data for the runtime management are gathered
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reward functions, and our solution is very close to the
optimal one. As an example, for the Tennis test sequence
in Scenario 2, our ML-based solution provides the optimal
solution for 226 frames out of 240 total frames. Even for
the rest 14 frames, the Euclidean distance of our solution
from the optimal one is in order of 10−3. Moreover, similar
results are obtained in our experiments with all the other
considered test sequences and scenarios.

The proposed ML-based approach does not have to be
applied on a per-frame basis due to the fact that video
contents, in spite of their constant variation, are rarely
changing rapidly between two consequent frames. Hence,
based on the frame rate of each running video, our proposed
ML-based approach can be applied at different intervals
to achieve less runtime overhead without degrading the
fulfillment of our goals. Figure 18 shows how scaling the
intervals of applying our proposed ML-based approach
influences the encoding efficiency, time, power consump-
tion, and average temperature during the exploitation phase
compared with the per-frame basis (N/N ). In this Figure,
N is the frame rate when denoted as N Hz (such as 24
Hz, thus, the evaluated intervals are equal to 12, 24, and
48). As shown in Figure 18, there is slight degradation in
the achieved PSNR, deviation from bitrate, power saving,
average temperature, and encoding time when using larger
decision interval. However, this degradation differs between
the scenarios. For the first scenario, where the changes in the
defined states only depend on the variation of the video
content, increasing the decision intervals to 2 × N leads
to negligible degradation. On the contrary, in the second
scenario, the defined states change as a result of changes
in the number of running videos. In addition, the different
videos used in the third scenario add to the dynamism of
the states. Thus, more noticeable degradation is observable
for these two scenarios. For a fair comparison, we did
not apply our proposed video assignment strategy for the
second and third scenarios when evaluating the impact of
decision intervals.

Our ML-based approach is limited by the sensor polling
frequency, the availability of the application statistics, the
readings from the Q-table, and updating it in exploration
and exploration-exploitation phases. Updating the Q-table,
however, consists of simple arithmetic operations, resulting
in negligible overhead. Moreover, the proposed ML-based
approach is used as a runtime power and thermal manager
once it reaches the exploitation phase. Thus, these two phases
are performed offline except when a new state is observed
in the exploitation phase. As explained in Section 5, the ML
agent has to select a random action in order to further
explore this state. On average, 820 frames are required
for each resolution (since we keep one Q-table per video
resolution, as it has its own target bitrate and reference
encoding time) after which the optimal decision is known
for more than 96% of the observable states.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a comprehensive quality-
aware power and thermal management approach for next
generation video coding which takes video quality, encod-
ing time and compression into account. Our ML-based ap-
proach is the first work that utilizes application parameters

together with DVFS, based on frame-to-frame variations
between different videos and within a video for multicore
servers. We also proposed a resolution-aware video assign-
ment strategy which allowed for reduced encoding time as
a result of reduced hot spots.

We evaluated the proposed approach against the state-
of-the-art [27] on an enterprise multicore server, under
different scenarios simulating YouTube and Netflix servers.
Overall, the proposed approach outperformed TONE [27]
mainly due to its awareness of the content variation within
and across videos, and inaccuracy of the temperature pre-
diction proposed in TONE for multicore servers. All in all,
although our ML-based approach considered five objectives
and constraints, two more than TONE, since in all scenarios
all objectives have improved, the results would be consis-
tently better if fewer objectives (the same as TONE) are
considered. In such a case, we expect that our proposed ap-
proach further outperforms TONE. On average, for the most
realistic scenario, compared to TONE [27], our ML-based
approach improved BD-PSNR and BD-rate [48] by 0.54 dB,
and 8%, respectively, and reduced the encoding time, power
consumption, and average temperature by 15.3%, 13%, and
10%, respectively. Moreover, our approach improved BD-
PSNR and BD-rate compared to HM 16.3 by 1.19 dB and
24%, respectively, without any encoding time degradation,
when power and temperature constraints were relaxed.
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